In a previous article (Cluzeau and Hubert in Appl Algebra Eng Commun Comput 13(5): 2003), we proved the existence of resolvent representations for regular differential ideals. The present paper provides practical algorithms for computing such representations. We propose two different approaches. The first one uses differential characteristic decompositions whereas the second one proceeds by prolongation and algebraic elimination. Both constructions depend on the choice of a tuple over the differential base field and their success relies on the chosen tuple to be separating. The probabilistic aspect of the algorithms comes from this choice. To control it, we exhibit a family of tuples for which we can bound the probability that one of its element is separating.
Introduction
The primitive element theorem states that an algebraic field extension can be generated by a single element. This has been extended to represent the zero set of zero dimensional polynomial ideals by means of the roots of a single polynomial [1, 3, 21, 23, 24, 40] . Similarly, the cyclic vector construction shows that a linear differential system is equivalent to a single differential equation [4, 12, 16, 34] . The resolvent representation is a generalisation of both those constructions to nonlinear differential systems. Roughly speaking, it entails that systems of ordinary differential equations in a quite general class are birationally equivalent to single differential equations. We offer an example to clarify what this means in practice. The equivalence is given by:
Example
Given a differential system, this paper presents practical algorithms for the computation of the equivalent single equation and the rational relationships between its solutions and the solutions of the original system.
Results about resolvent representations are best expressed in the realm of differential algebra [35, 38] . Ritt showed that every prime differential ideal admits a resolvent representation [38] . Effective algorithms in differential algebra have brought to attention a wider class of differential ideals, namely regular differential ideals [7, 8] and characterisable differential ideals [30] . In [14] , we generalised the proof of existence of a resolvent representation to regular differential ideals (and thereby to characterisable ideals). The present follow up paper is devoted to effective methods for computing resolvent representations for regular differential ideals. 1 A source of motivation for studying resolvent representations is their analogy with the representation that underlies the complexity analysis of polynomial systems solving in the line of the works of [22, 24, 36, 42] . After the publication of [14] , this line of complexity analysis was pursued in [17] on a kind of prime differential ideals of interest in control theory. Though we handle here more general differential ideals, our work does not cover their case of interest. Let us also mention the recent related work [18] for difference ideals, based on [15] .
The algorithms we investigate are probabilistic either of Las Vegas type, when one can test the output for correctness, or of Monte Carlo type. 2 The probabilistic aspect comes from the choice of a tuple of elements in the base field: the algorithms succeed in producing a resolvent representation when this tuple is separating, i.e., the linear combination of the differential indeterminates it defines assumes distinct values for distinct zeros of the regular differential ideal. It is known [14, 38] that there exists a discriminating differential polynomial: a tuple is separating when it does not annihilate that differential polynomial. It then follows that a separating tuple can be chosen in a family of tuples parameterised by constants in the base field [38, II.22] . In this paper, we bound the probability that an element of this family is separating by bounding the order and the degree of such a discriminating differential polynomial in terms of the orders and degrees of the differential polynomials in the input differential chain. This follows the lines of Seidenberg's proof of the differential primitive element theorem [44] , as does [17] for the case of prime differential ideals.
The bounds on the discriminating differential polynomial are deduced from bounds on a generic resolvent. This latter can be obtained by specialising a Chow form of a polynomial ideal obtained by prolongation of the input polynomials. The order of the prolongation is essentially determined by Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2. Our bound relies on a parameter h that depends of the relative orders of the differential indeterminates in the regular chain. In particular, this parameter is zero when we start from a regular chain for an orderly ranking. Different order bounds appear in [17, 26, 41] in application to different problems.
A resolvent representation can be obtained from a generic resolvent: this is the point of view taken in [17] . In this paper, we provide other approaches for the computation of resolvent representations. Regular differential ideals are defined by differential chains with respect to a given ranking. Computing resolvent representations can be thought of as a change of ranking problem. We propose two methods. The first one starts by computing a differential characteristic decomposition for the new ranking. In this particular case we manage to characterise the redundant components; recombining the irredundant components by a Chinese remainder technique produces a resolvent representation. The second applies Gröbner bases techniques to a prolongation of the input differential system. The appropriate prolongation process is defined in Lemma 4.1. We then provide a mean of testing characterisability of the differential ideal by inspecting the prolongation ideal. A resolvent representation is then deduced. We actually obtain here a method for change of ranking addressing essentially the characterisability issue for that problem. Algorithms for change of rankings for prime differential ideals are provided in [5, 9, 25, 27] . Since prime ideals are characterisable for any ranking, they do not need to handle the characterisability problem. This is however no longer true for regular, nor even characterisable, differential ideals that we deal with here. On the other hand we address particular change of rankings that preserve the parametric set. Conceptually, this boils down to differential dimension zero by enlarging the differential coefficient field.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we point out the basic notations and definitions of [14] needed in the sequel. We recall the main result in [14] , that is the existence of a resolvent representation for regular differential ideals. Section 3 is devoted to a first approach, based on differential characteristic decompositions, for computing resolvent representations. We first give an algorithm for the prime case.
We then generalise it to handle non prime regular differential ideals by taking into account the problem of redundant components: this is the foundation of an algorithm of Monte Carlo type. Using the canonical characteristic decomposition, we further improve the latter algorithm and obtain a Las Vegas procedure. Section 4 introduces a process of prolongation for a differential ideal. We prove a bound for the order up to which one needs to differentiate the input differential polynomials so that a resolvent representation can be obtained by algebraic manipulations on the obtained ideal. Using this prolongation, we propose in Sect. 5 a second method, based on Gröbner bases techniques, for computing resolvent representations. We address the characterisability issue and deduce a Las Vegas procedure. The two last sections deal with the probability analysis of our algorithms. In Sect. 6, we establish how to deduce a resolvent representation from a generic resolvent for a regular differential ideal. We then exhibit a discriminating differential polynomial and prove bounds on its order and degree.
We define, in Sect. 7, a family of tuples parameterised by constants in the base field. A direct application of Zippel-Schwartz Lemma provides a bound for the probability that an element chosen at random in this family is separating, and consequently for the probability of success of our algorithms.
Resolvent representation for regular differential ideals
This paper is a direct continuation of [14] . We comply with the definitions and notations used there. We review them very briefly here together with the results that are implicitly required in this paper and give precise reference to [14] . For definitions we may have involuntarily forgotten we would like to invite the reader to find them in the complete and detailed lecture notes of the second author [31, 32] .
We consider a differential field F of characteristic zero, with respect to a derivation δ. We assume that F contains a non constant element; this is a sufficient condition for the existence of elements in F that do not annihilate a given differential polynomial [38] .
Let Y = {y 1 , . . . , y n } be a set of differential indeterminates. The set of derivatives of Y is the set of indeterminates Y = {δ k y|y ∈ Y, k ∈ N} while the set of derivatives of order r and less is noted r Y = {δ
In this preliminary section, we split the set of indeterminates into two subsets, U = {u 1 , . . . , u m } and Y = {y 1 , . . . , y n }. The set U represents the parametric set. As explained at the end of this section, this set will be considered as being empty in the sequel, with no loss of generality. 
. . , κ n ∈ F{U, w} and the leader of c is a derivative of w. We call c the resolvent. 
Definition 2.3
Let J be a radical differential ideal in F{U, Y } the essential prime components of which all admit U as a maximally independent set. Consider the extension
We proved the existence of a separating tuple by showing the existence of a nonzero differential polynomial g in F{U, }, where A . One contribution of this paper is to exhibit a different discriminating differential polynomial for which we can provide a bound for its order and degree in . A similar result actually comes in [17] . The existence of a separating tuple entails the following theorem of existence of a resolvent representation for regular differential ideals [14 
Method based on differential characteristic decomposition
In this section, we propose a first approach for computing resolvent representations of regular differential ideals using differential characteristic decomposition calculations. Algorithms 3.4 and 3.7 take as input a differential chain and a tuple µ. Their success relies on µ to be separating. A method to chose the tuple µ with bounded probability of being separating is given in Sect. 7.3.
Algorithms presented in [8, 10, 11, 30, 32, 33, 46] allow to compute a differential characteristic decomposition of { } : H ∞ for finite sets and H of differential polynomials. The Maple library diffalg [6] implements [8] improved by [30] ; see also [31, 32] . For arbitrary and H , no algorithm is known to make the characteristic decomposition irredundant. 3 The method presented here relies on making the decomposition irredundant in the particular case when we compute the characteristic decomposition of a radical differential ideal that is regular for one ranking. We first explain how it works for prime differential ideals before giving the general method. Note that for prime differential ideals the algorithms [37, Algorithm 3, p. 97], [9] , that avoid splitting, should be used.
The prime case
Assume { } : H ∞ is known to be a prime differential ideal. In a differential characteristic decomposition of { } : H ∞ , there is one characterisable component
the characteristic set C 0 of which is greater than all the other ones [14, Section 3.2] . We can assert then that { } :
. This entails the following procedure for computing a resolvent representation of a prime differential ideal defined by its characteristic set A of order r . y, the characteristic set of P has a resolvent form. Indeed, applying the direct characteristic decomposition algorithm implemented in diffalg leads to the decomposition
Pick up a tuple
and
C 0 is a resolvent representation for P. A similar result is obtained by selecting a ranking such that y x. Choosing other linear combinations of x and y we obtain resolvent representations of rather different characters. The most general case is given for instance by ω = w − x − y. To avoid unreadable expressions on this paper, we specialise the parameters a, b, c, d to 1/2, 1, 1/2, 2. These values might not be biologically significant, but do not bring any special situation in our computations. The characteristic decomposition of {P, w − x − y} computed by diffalg has a single component. Its characteristic set has a resolvent form in w. It is given by
The generic solution of the Lotka-Voltera system can thus be described by the general solution of the above resolvent. Yet this latter admits an essential singular solution that is the zero 4 of the differential polynomial 4 w − w 2 − 1.
Other than choosing ω = w − x or ω = w − y, two other special cases occur. 
C 0 is a resolvent representation for [A] : H ∞ A while C 1 (interestingly?) gives the equilibria of the dynamical system. Nonetheless the resolvent of C 0 also has an essential singular zero that is the general zero of the differential polynomial 16 w + 16 w 2 + 1.
On the other hand, for ω = w − b y − d x, we obtain a characteristic decomposition with a single component the characteristic set of which has a resolvent form. This resolvent representation has no singularities. It is given by
A Monte Carlo algorithm
We now generalise the above method for computing resolvent representations of prime differential ideals to regular differential ideals. As in the prime case we shall discard redundant components in a characteristic decomposition. We show that we actually obtain an irredundant decomposition when the chosen tuple is separating. A recombination step produces a resolvent representation. The correctness of Algorithm 3.4 below relies on the two following lemmas. 
Assume that µ is a separating tuple for [A] : H ∞ A and that {B} :
is a characteristic decomposition where each component has a resolvent form in w, order r and empty parametric set.
If
Proof Without loss of generality, we may suppose that m = 2. Assume that gcd(c 1 , c 2 ) = g / ∈ F and write c 1 = c 1 g and c 2 = c 2 g for some differential polynomials c 1 , c 2 ∈ F{w}. By [14, Proposition 3.13]
We argue that
for any irreducible factorg of g that has w (r ) as leader. Assume for contradiction that
and let w be a general zero ofg in a differential extension F of F. It can be extended in a unique way to generic zeros (w,
respectively. This produces generic zerosȲ 1 
This contradicts the hypothesis that µ is a separating tuple for
Those two lemmas provide a way to obtain an irredundant characteristic decomposition {A ω} :
where the d i are pairwise relatively prime when µ is a separating tuple for [A] : H ∞ A . Then, we can apply the reconstruction process of [14, Theorem 5.2] to compute a differential chain C 0 having resolvent form in w of order r such that {A ω} :
. We obtain the following algorithm for computing resolvent representations of general regular differential ideals.
Algorithm 3.4 Resolvent Representation
Input: 
The correctness of the algorithm directly follows from the two previous lemmas and the discussion above.
Note that the output may have a resolvent form without being a resolvent representation for [A] : H ∞ A . When µ is not separating, we may indeed incorrectly remove some components in Step 5. As a consequence, we cannot ensure that the output is correct and we have a Monte Carlo algorithm. This is illustrated in the following example. The tuple µ is separating for both prime components but not for the whole characterisable differential ideal. 
Example 3.5 Consider the differential chain
where To obtain a correct output on this example, it is necessary to test that the components we remove are indeed identical to others. We can achieve that by using canonical forms.
A Las Vegas algorithm through canonical characteristic sets
The algorithm in the previous subsection discards components on the provision that they have the same resolvent. If the input tuple is separating this can happen if and only if the two components are equal. As shown in the example above, when the tuple is not separating, two components can have the same resolvent without being equal. To obtain an algorithm that returns a resolvent representation if and only if the tuple is separating and fail otherwise we actually just need to test equality of the components that are candidate for being discarded.
Characterisable differential ideals admit a canonical characteristic set. This canonical characteristic set is actually the one returned by default in diffalg. 5 It is therefore easy to test equality of characterisable components. We thus obtain canonical characteristic sets for characterisable differential ideals and a mean to compute them given any differential regular chain. As seen from this proof, canonical characteristic sets for characterisable differential ideals immediately follow from the result on algebraic characterisable ideals exhibited in [31, Definition 5.15] and named Gröbner chain. Their name indicates how they are derived. More properties of canonical characteristic sets are presented in [27] .
Proposition 3.6 A characterisable differential ideal J admits a unique characteristic set C that is autoreduced and such that -the initial of any element of C is free of any leaders of C -an element of C admits no factor that is free of its leader Let L be the set of leaders of any characteristic set of J and T the set of derivatives occurring in one differential regular chain A characterising J . The canonical characteristic set C for J is obtained by clearing denominators from the reduced Gröbner basis of (A)
Observe that canonicity of a characteristic set is preserved under the factorisation of one element. In our case of interest, assume that C = q 1 q 2 c 1 · · · c n is a canonical characteristic set for 
Algorithm 3.7 Resolvent Representation
Prolongation
We propose here a process of prolongation for a differential chain A in F{Y }. For a sufficiently big integer ρ the ρth prolongation of A shall be an algebraic chain A (ρ) such that
In the sequel, we make two uses for this prolongation. On one hand the method for computing resolvent representation given in the next section relies on algebraic computations bearing on the polynomial ideal (A (ρ) ) : H ∞ A (ρ) . On the other hand, the degree of the ideal (A (ρ) 
is an ingredient of the bound for the probability of success of our algorithms.
For ρ bigger or equal to the maximal order of a leader of A, we first define 
A . When such is not the case, ρ A can involve derivatives of order bigger than ρ. The prolongation A (ρ) we define in Lemma 4.1 below remedies this obvious obstruction to the above equality. It differs slightly in its definition from the prolongation defined in [14, Section 4.1] in that it requires less reductions. The main purpose of the lemma is nonetheless to produce a bound on the additional number h of derivatives of the elements of A that we use to produce the prolongation A (ρ) where only derivatives of order less than ρ appear. To define h we introduce the set K that corresponds to the set of differential indeterminates that appear in an element of A at an order higher than the leader of this element. This set K is thus empty when we consider an orderly ranking and h = 0 then.
Assume A = a 1 · · · a n . For ease of index use we shall name the differential indeterminates Y = {y 1 , . . . , y n } so that δ o i y i is the leader of a i , for some non negative integer o i . 
Lemma 4.1 Let
Proof Since A is a differential chain, a i can involve only derivatives of y j of order o j or less. The only derivatives δ l y k with l ≥ κ in t iκ satisfy k ∈ K and l ≤ o k +κ −o i . Take δ λ y j the highest ranking such derivative. 
This entails two results. The first one is used in the next section for computing resolvent representations. The second one concerns the degree of the ideal (A (ρ) ) : H ∞

A (ρ)
and will be used to bound the degree of the polynomials discriminating separating tuples. 
Proposition 4.3 Let ρ be greater or equal to all the orders of the leaders of a differential regular chain A in F{Y }. Then the chain A (ρ) defined in Lemma 4.1 is a characteristic set of (A (ρ) ) : H
∞ A (ρ) in F[ ρ Y ] for the induced ranking. Proof Since A is a differential characteristic set of [A] : H ∞ A , A is also an algebraic characteristic set of (A) : H ∞ A in F[Y A ],
. This ensures that A (ρ) is a characteristic set of (A (ρ) ) : H ∞ A (ρ)
. The notion of degree of an algebraic variety in the affine case has been studied in [28] . The degree of an equidimensional variety is defined as the maximal number of points of intersection with an affine space of complementary dimension. The degree of an hypersurface is bounded by the degree of its defining polynomial. For a general affine algebraic variety the degree is defined as the sum of the degrees of its equidimensional components. Bézout's theorem, in the affine case, is given by an inequality: see [28, Theorem 1] . It entails that a variety defined by n polynomials of degree bounded by d is of degree bounded by d n .
We shall use those results restated in terms of radical ideals in a polynomial ring. For instance [28, Lemma 2] implies that an elimination ideal has degree bounded by the degree of the ideal. 
Proposition 4.4 Let A be a differential chain in F{Y } of order r . Let d be a bound on the degree of the elements of A in Y . Let ρ be greater or equal to all the orders of the leaders of the elements of A and let h and
Method based on change of rankings through prolongation
In Sect. 3, we described a first approach to the computation of resolvent representations for regular differential ideals. This method was based on an existing algorithm for computing characteristic decompositions of radical differential ideals. This section is devoted to another method, essentially based on algebraic computations, leading to a Las Vegas probabilistic algorithm for computing resolvent representations of regular differential ideals. After choosing a tuple and performing the appropriate prolongation, Gröbner bases computations allow to decide if the (differential) ideal is characterisable for the ranking underlying the resolvent representation. When this is the case we can retrieve the characteristic set. If it has a resolvent form, then it is the resolvent representation of the original regular differential ideal. Just as for the algorithms given in Sect. 3, the success of this algorithm relies on the choice of a separating tuple; probability bounds are given in Sect. 7.
The algorithm is based on results for change of rankings. Algorithms for performing change of rankings are very useful in practice. Several approaches have been proposed [5, 9, 25, 41] . In [5, 25] , the authors generalise methods that exist for change of term order in Gröbner bases while [9] takes advantage of one representation to compute the other. Either of those methods essentially apply to prime differential ideals, those being characterisable for any ranking. Here we consider more general, namely regular, differential ideals and we present an approach that addresses the problem of characterisability in change of rankings.
Characterisability for fixed parametric set and order
Consider a radical differential ideal J in some F{Y } such that all its essential prime components have a common order r and empty parametric set. Given a description of the prolongation ideal J (r ) = J ∩ F[ r Y ], we provide means to decide if J is characterisable for a given ranking on F{Y }. 
(Proposition 4.2). The question is then whether [B] : H ∞
B is characterisable for a given ranking on F{Y }.
We proceed as follows. Lemma 5.2 asserts that J is a characterisable differential ideal for the chosen differential ranking on F{Y } if and only if J (r ) is characterisable for the ranking induced on r Y . Then a differential characteristic set of J can be extracted from the characteristic set of J (r ) . Lemma 5.3 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for J (r ) to be characterisable with prescribed parametric set. We shall need the following technical lemma which is an easy consequence of results we have already used in [14] .
Lemma 5.1 Let J be a radical differential ideal in F{Y } of differential dimension zero such that all its prime components have a common order r . Consider a differential ranking on F{Y
satisfies that C i has empty parametric set and order r ; therefore,
If q ∈ F[ r Y ] is a zero divisor modulo J , then q is a zero divisor modulo
Proof The first point comes immediately from [14 
Lemma 5.2 Let J be a radical differential ideal in F{Y } such that all its prime components have a common order r and empty parametric set. Consider a differential ranking on F{Y }. J is characterisable for this ranking if and only if J (r ) = J ∩ F[ r Y ] is a characterisable ideal for the induced ranking on r Y . Furthermore, if C is the minimal differential triangular set extracted from a characteristic set of J (r ) , then C is a differential characteristic set of J . Proof By Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 if J is characterisable so is J (r )
LetC be a characteristic set of J (r ) , i.e., a differential chain contained in J (r ) of minimal rank, with respect to the ranking induced on
is an irredundant characteristic decomposition. Then we can write
, and therefore J (r ) , must contain a polynomial in F[y, . . . , y (r ) ] for all y ∈ Y . This polynomial must be reduced to zero byC. Hence for each y ∈ Y there is at least one 0 ≤ j ≤ r such that δ j y is the leader of an element inC.
Let C be the minimal differential triangular set extracted fromC. Obviously C ⊂ J and for each y ∈ Y there is a 0 ≤ j ≤ r such that δ j y is the leader of an element in C. Let q ∈ J and takeq = d-rem(q, C). (r ) and is furthermore reduced with respect to C (r ) . It follows thatq = 0 and thus C is a differential characteristic set of J . [30] . A challenge would be to give an alternative necessary and sufficient condition that would involve the computation of a single Gröbner basis, following the idea of [2, Theorem 3.3] that applies to prime ideals.
So far we have that
C ⊂ J ⊂ [C] : H ∞ C . Assume that J (r
Lemma 5.3 Let K[V, X ] be a polynomial ring endowed with a ranking such that V X . Let I be an ideal in K[V, X ] and denote I e its extension to K(V )[X ]. Let G be a denominator free reduced Gröbner basis of I e with respect to the lexicographic term ordering induced on X . I is characterisable and has parametric set V if and only if the set of leading terms of G is {x
d x |x ∈ X, d x ∈ N * } and (G) : I ∞ G = I ,
where both ideals are considered in
Proof Let us assume that I is characterisable with parametric set V . By [30, Lemmas 3.5 and 3.9] the denominator free reduced Gröbner basis of I e with respect to the lexicographic term ordering induced by the ranking on X has {x d x |x ∈ X, d x ∈ N * } for leading terms and G is a characteristic set of I .
If the set of leading terms of
Thus G is a regular chain in K[V, X ] with parametric set V .
A Las Vegas algorithm
Consider a differential regular chain A in F{Y } that has order r . Let µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) be a n-tuple of F and Y . Doing so we decide if the tuple we started from is separating or not. We now give our second algorithm for finding resolvent representations of regular differential ideals.
Algorithm 5.4 Resolvent Representation
Note that a Gröbner basis G of J (r ) according to the lexicographic term order induced by a ranking w Y is a Gröbner basis of J e (r ) for the lexicographic term order induced on {w (r ) } ∪ r Y . Thus only reductions are needed to obtained the reduced Gröbner basis G e of J e (r ) from G. We conclude with the complete treatment of an example. The differential chain presented was already used in [14] to illustrate the proof of existence of a separating tuple.
Example 5.5 Consider Q(t){u, x, y} as endowed with the elimination ranking u < x < y. The differential regular chain A = x 2 − u 2 x 2 y − u y admits {u} as a parametric set and has order 2 with respect to {u}. Obviously A is not an irreducible chain and therefore [A] : H ∞ A is not a prime differential ideal, but only a characterisable differential ideal. To compute a resolvent representation of [A] : H ∞ A relative to {u}, we consider F = Q(t) u .
Let us consider the tuple µ = (1, 1) , (2) ) : H ∞ B (2) and J e (2) its extension to F(w, w )[w , x, x , x , y, y , y ]. The reduced Gröbner basis G of J (2) in F[w, w , w , x, x , x , y, y , y ] with respect to the lexicographic term order given by w < w < w < x < y < x < y < x < y is
This provides a Gröbner basis of J e (2) with respect to the lexicographic term order w < x < y < x < y < x < y . Only a couple of reductions are needed to recover the reduced Gröbner basis G e of J e (2) :
G e is in fact a Gröbner basis of (G e ) : I ∞ G e in F[w, w , w , x, x , x , y, y , y ] with respect to the lexicographic term order w < w < w < x < y < x < y < x < y so that J (2) = (G e ) : I ∞ G e . This shows that J (2) , and therefore J , is not characterisable for the ranking w x, y used. Condition (b) is not satisfied in Step 4 of Algorithm 5.4). As seen in [14, Section 7] , no pair of constants actually provides a separating tuple.
We shall try again with the tuple (1, t) . B = A w − x − t y. The Gröbner basis G of J (2) in F[w, w , w , x, x , x , y, y , y ] with respect to the lexicographic term order given by w < w < w < x < y < x < y < x < y is
This is also the reduced Gröbner basis G e of J e (2) and of (G e ) : I ∞ G e . Therefore J (2) is characterisable for the ranking w < w < w < x < y < x < y < x < y and G provides a characteristic set for it. It follows that J is characterisable for w x, y. Its characteristic set is the differential triangular set extracted from G:
It has a resolvent form. This is therefore a resolvent representation for [A] : H ∞ A .
Generic resolvent
In this section, we review Seidenberg's proof of existence of a differential primitive element [44] in the context of regular differential ideals. As in [17] , the generic resolvent involved allows to produce both a resolvent representation and a discriminating polynomial: a tuple that does not annihilate it is a separating tuple for [A] : H ∞ A . The generic resolvent can be seen as a specialisation of a Chow form of the prolongation ideal. This is used to produce a bound on the degree of the generic resolvent and thus of the discriminating polynomial. Proof Let s be the order in w of the generic resolvent q( , w). We have s ≤ r and shall eventually prove that s = r . For the moment we define
+ y i ∂q ∂w (s) .
Observe that for a ranking w Y , c i has rank y i .
In other words, the coefficients of φ in belong to 
Since 
We have
j . Thus B (r ) involves only derivatives of of order r or less.
Discriminating polynomial
A discriminating polynomial, as used in [14, Lemma 6.2] , is a differential polynomial g ∈ F{ }, where = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ), such that µ ∈ F n is a separating tuple as soon as g(µ) = 0. As in [17] , we shall actually exhibit a differential polynomial in F{ , w} with the property that µ ∈ F n is a separating tuple as soon as g(µ, w) ≡ 0.
Lemma 6.4 Let q be a generic resolvent for [A] : H ∞
A and let C = q c 1 · · · c n be defined as in Theorem 6.2. Let g be the differential polynomial in the differential indeterminates and w defined as the resultant of q and ∂q ∂w (r ) with respect to w (r ) . (r ) (µ, w) , C µ is a differential regular chain. It furthermore has a resolvent form. We have 
Degree bound
We use a specialisation of a Chow form (see [17, 20, 36, 45] ) of the prolongation
to bound the degree of a generic resolvent and thus of the corresponding discriminating polynomial.
In
is a radical equidimensional ideal of dimension r . Let d r be its degree. Proposition 4.4 offers a bound for d r in terms of the degree of A.
Following [36, Section 5.
is a polynomial in (r + 1) ((r + 1)n + 1) variables η i and ξ i,( j,k) for 0 ≤ i, k ≤ r , 1 ≤ j ≤ n that can be defined as a generator of the ideal ⎛
Such a Chow form is a polynomial ζ of degree d r in each set of variables Thus q must divideq and therefore its degree is bounded by the degree ofq which is the degree of a Chow form.
We obtain the following corollary to be used in the next section. 
Probability analysis
In this section, we exhibit a family ϒ of tuples µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) for which we can bound the probability that one of its element is separating for [A] : H ∞ A . We can then bound the probability of success of Algorithms 3.4, 3.7 and 5.4 by choosing for input a tuple µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ n ) in this family.
A family ϒ of separating tuples
Consider a non zero differential polynomial in F{ , w} of order r in w and = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) and total degree D. We look for values of for which this polynomial does not vanish uniformly. Regarding it as a differential polynomial in w it is sufficient to insure that one of its coefficients, a differential polynomial p of F{ } of order r and degree D or less, does not vanish. In [38, II.22] , it is shown that we can find such a specialisation µ 1 , . . . , µ n of λ 1 , . . . , λ n in the family ϒ defined below. Definition 7.1 Let A be a differential chain in F{Y } of order r . We note ϒ the family of tuples µ ∈ F n defined by
where t is a non constant element of F and c i j ∈ C, the subfield of constants of F.
Substituting the above µ i for the λ i in p, we obtain a polynomial in t the coefficients of which are polynomials in the c i j of degree bounded by D. We thus require the c i j to be taken so that one of these coefficients does not vanish. Proof The result follows from Corollary 6.6 and the discussion above.
Density of separating tuples in ϒ
Now that we have reduced the problem of choosing a separating tuple to the non vanishing of a polynomial of bounded degree we can appeal to Zippel-Schwartz lemma to conclude. The lemma can be found in [43, 47] Proof The result follows directly from Proposition 7.2 and Lemma 7.3.
We obtain the following algorithm for constructing tuples for which we can bound the probability that it is separating.
Algorithm 7.5 Separating Tuple
Input: -A differential chain A ∈ F{Y } of order r , -A finite subset Ω of the constant field C of F. Output: A tuple that is separating with probability at least 
Algorithms with bounded probability of success
We have now all the tools to bound the probability for Algorithms 3.4, 3.7, or 5.4 to succeed in computing a resolvent representation provided that the input tuple is produced by Algorithm 7.5. We summarise this by the following final algorithm. Step 2 of the above algorithm can call on A . The error probability is then zero: only the running time is a random variable.
